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Practical Reporting with Ruby and Rails (Expert's Voice in Open Source)Apress, 2008
This book is about general and scalable ways to create reports with Ruby. It covers using a huge array of tools—Rails, Gruff, Ghostscript, and many more—but a common thread links them all: they are powerful tools that will serve you even if you have a huge amount of data. Using the reporting tools and techniques described in this book,...
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The Rails View: Create a Beautiful and Maintainable User ExperiencePragmatic Bookshelf, 2012

	
	
		In 2004, Rails was born and the web discovered the MVC (model-viewcontroller)
	
		pattern in earnest, which brought a whole new level of productivity
	
		and fun to a world of developers and designers.
	


	
		You’ll find no end of books that provide a firm foundation for writing controllers
	
		and models...
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CoffeeScript in ActionManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		CoffeeScript in Action is a tutorial that teaches you how, where, and why to use CoffeeScript. It begins by quickly exposing you to CoffeeScript's new, but instantly-familiar syntax. Then, you'll explore programming challenges that illustrate CoffeeScript's unique advantages. Language...
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Ruby on Rails Enterprise Application Development: Plan, Program, ExtendPackt Publishing, 2007
This book for developers familiar with Ruby on Rails who want to develop and roll out small applications deals with a key feature or functional area of a complex, full-scale Rails application in each chapter, from installing Ruby, Rubygems, and Rails on Windows, Linux, or Mac OS X and setting up a Subversion repository, to improving user interfaces...
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JavaScript Testing with Jasmine: JavaScript Behavior-Driven DevelopmentO'Reilly, 2013

	
		All programmers want their code to work the way they intended. Jasmine, a popular
	
		testing framework for the JavaScript programming language, allows you to achieve that
	
		goal. Through coded specifications, Jasmine helps make your JavaScript work exactly
	
		how it’s supposed to. In this book, we’ll explore...
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Autodesk InfraWorks 360 and Autodesk InfraWorks 360 LT EssentialsSybex, 2015

	Get up to speed and get to work quickly with the official InfraWorks handbook


	Autodesk InfraWorks and InfraWorks 360 Essentials, 2nd Edition is your comprehensive, hands-on guide to this popular civil engineering software. This unique guide features concise, straightforward explanations and real world exercises...
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The Book of Ruby: A Hands-On Guide for the AdventurousNo Starch Press, 2011

	
		Ruby is famous for being easy to learn, but most users only scratch the surface of what it can do. While other books focus on Ruby's trendier features, The Book of Ruby reveals the secret inner workings of one of the world's most popular programming languages, teaching you to write clear, maintainable code.

	...
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Rails Recipes: Rails 3 EditionPragmatic Bookshelf, 2012

	
	
		If I were to buy a real recipe book—you know, a book about cooking food—I
	
		wouldn’t be looking for a book that tells me how to dice vegetables or how to
	
		use a skillet. I can find that kind of information in an overview about cooking.
	


	
		A recipe book is about how to make food you might...
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Elm Web Development: An introductory guide to building functional web apps using ElmPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Explore why ELM is a great alternative to using pure JavaScript and other JS-based solutions by building complete apps and websites.

	
		Key Features

		
			Develop your own scalable and modular web applications with Elm to make web development less messy compared to your JavaScript apps
	...
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Getting StartED with Mac OS X LeopardFriends of Ed, 2007
This book offers a simple to read, fast way to discover all that's new in Mac OS X Leopard, and how to make the most of it, whether you are new to the Mac, or simply upgrading from a previous version of Mac OS X.
New additions to the operating system are showcased, including the changes to the Dock and Finder, and new features such as Stacks,...
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Crafting Rails Applications: Expert Practices for Everyday Rails Development (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2011

	
		This book guides you through these new APIs through practical examples. In each chapter, we will use test-driven development to build a Rails extension or application that covers new Rails 3 features and how these features fit in the Rails 3 architecture. By the time you finish this book, you will understand Rails better and be more...
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Practical REST on Rails 2 Projects (Practical Projects)Apress, 2008
Practical REST on Rails 2 Projects is a guide to joining the burgeoning world of open web applications. It argues that opening up your application can provide significant benefits and involves you in the entire process—from setting up your application, to creating clients for it, to handling success and all its attendant problems....
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